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Introduction 

It is not for nothing that our people said, "What we see in the bird's nest, we do" considering that 

ideological education and spiritual education should be carried out first of all in the family. 

The scope of folk pedagogy is wide and varied, since the time when the nation appeared, this rare 

field of folk wisdom and etiquette has covered all aspects of social and domestic-ethical life, the 

leading directions of folk oral creativity, values, customs and rituals. - is characterized by covering 

moral teachings. 

Analysis And Results  

"If the economy is the body of society's life, then its soul and spirit is spirituality. As we decided to 

build a new Uzbekistan, we rely on two strong pillars. The first is a strong economy based on market 

principles. The second is a strong spirituality based on the rich heritage of our ancestors and national 

values," said Shavkat Mirziyoyev at the meeting. The historical experience of humanity also shows 

that socio-economic development is in harmony with the ideological, cultural, educational, 

ideological, and religious views in the life of society and people's activities. Therefore, if the demands 

and needs of the state and society are in harmony with the spirit, moral and moral activity of the 

people of this state and society, then that society, that people, that nation will mature. The social, 

economic, historical and spiritual changes taking place in our independent country, which is gradually 

entering the ranks of rapidly developed countries, the interest of our people in understanding the 

national, spiritual and religious values and identity, especially the future in the socialization of 

teachers, he began to feel the need to provide moral education based on the use of the spiritual 

heritage left by our ancestors, and national and universal values. 

It expresses the rich experiences of our people over the centuries, their views on socio-political, 

moral, philosophical, educational, aesthetic, spiritual and physical maturity, and their conclusions in a 

clear, but very deep and wise way. 

It is worth noting that independence created important conditions for restoring the national values, 

historical traditions and spiritual wealth of the peoples of our country, enriching it with new content. 
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Important reforms are being carried out in the education system of our country, in which moral 

education occupies a special place. According to it, in the process of education, the students should be 

educated on the basis of the national spiritual heritage, the traditions of our people such as 

enlightenment, tolerance, hospitality, thoughtfulness, honesty, kindness, and honor, learning and 

inculcating them in the hearts of students is defined as the main task. After all, it is a fact that it is 

effective to form a sense of respect for the life and work of ancestors through these qualities, first of 

all, in each person's own heart, and then in the hearts of others. 

Literature Review 

Today, extensive systematic work is being carried out in our country in priority areas such as the 

physical, intellectual and moral development of the young generation, their upbringing based on the 

sources of Islamic culture in the spirit of respect for our national historical heritage, national and 

universal values. "...to preserve the historical heritage, customs and traditions of national education of 

our people, to strengthen the atmosphere of interreligious tolerance, interethnic harmony and mutual 

kindness among the broad population, especially among our youth priority tasks such as development 

of measures" are defined. In this regard, substantiating pedagogical solutions for the spiritual 

education of the young generation from the aspects related to the spiritual-ethical and educational 

views of a person in the scientific works of Muhaddith scholars such as Imam Muhammad ibn Ismail 

al-Bukhari, Imam Abu Isa at-Tirmizi and Al-Hakim at-Tirmizi , the comprehensive implementation of 

scientific research on the spiritual and moral aspects of social-pedagogical knowledge, especially the 

professional qualifications that serve to ensure behavior and manners, is of particular importance. 

 It should be emphasized that in the eyes of the people, a person is not born good or bad from 

the mother's womb, he is born all the same. The change from good to bad comes from upbringing, 

first of all, from parents, family, neighborhood, village, village, and society-system. In this, the 

paternal heritage left by the ancestors - family pedagogy, folk pedagogy, as well as the traditions of 

philology, philology, philology, and the efforts of the society in this field play a decisive role. People 

say that if a child is brought up right from the beginning, he will become a good person in the future, 

if he is not brought up in a crooked way, he will become a bad person. After all, following the proverb 

"from the head of a seedling, from the age of a child" is the main direction of traditional folk 

pedagogy. Therefore, in folk pedagogy, there will be no details of education, that is, primary-

secondary: everything should be taken into account, no area should be left out, while taking into 

account the extremely delicate, capricious, complex aspects of education, seven o One cut is followed. 

What is more characteristic is that the people think about yesterday, today and tomorrow in education, 

that is, education is carried out on the basis of not forgetting the past, appreciating the present, and 

hoping for the future. 

 In folk pedagogy, God's divine miracle is the master of life. From the time a person appears in 

the mother's womb, until birth, from the first upbringing, until reaching adulthood and building a 

family, living his life until handing over the deposit, the moral, intellectual, aesthetic the role and 

importance of games related to work, environmental education, physical training, folk pedagogical 

traditions in the education of the young generation is reflected. At the same time, Uzbek traditional, 

public holidays, paintings, customs, customs and traditions, as well as their own etiquette and 

etiquette, contain very relevant topics. 

Folk pedagogy is a collection of experience and knowledge of the masses of the people in the course 

of their life activities and passed on from generation to generation. 
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The future pedagogue embodied the essence of this spiritual heritage - the main educational processes 

of folk pedagogy in the training of personnel. It is not for nothing that folk pedagogy, which is the 

heritage of our ancestors, is called a rare field of folk wisdom and etiquette. 

 The Russian writer V. G. Bilinsky, who is very interested in the pedagogical culture of the 

peoples, said: "The uniqueness of each nation is mainly its worldview, religion, language, customs 

and traditions." - he says. 

Studying the lives of scholars and national heroes helps a person to understand who he is as a person. 

Civic education is based on the goal of engaging students in activities aimed at studying the past and 

history of the nation, understanding the essence of national values. The main goal of legal education is 

to teach young people to be deeply respectful of society's requirements, state laws, and our national 

traditions and values. 

Yusuf Khos Khajib, who is famous all over the world with his work "Kugadgu bilig" ("Knowledge 

that leads to happiness"), embodied moral, political and pedagogical views and spiritual maturity 

guidelines in his work. it is alloma. In this work, the role, duties and tasks of a person in life and 

society are described in detail. The author describes knowledge as great, learning as great. He adds the 

mind of knowledge to the group of the original category, saying that an intelligent person will be 

great, and an educated person will be great. It predicts that knowledge will open the way to heaven. 

The thinker illuminates his moral views, that is, social relations, relations between all classes of 

society, relying on practice. 

Research Methodology 

The difficulty in explaining the nature of duty to future pedagogues is its wide content, some students 

consider duty to "keep a promise", "pay back a debt on time", "fulfill the request of an adult", "help a 

friend", " being a true friend" and so on. Understanding duty within the framework of personal life 

and professional relationships distracts people from solving basic social problems. Therefore, it is 

necessary to help students to understand that parenthood, childbearing, companionship, friendship, 

and other types of duty are not superior, but fully subordinated to it. The views and opinions of 

Eastern thinkers in this regard will be of great help in mastering these qualities and effectively 

highlighting their importance. It can be seen from the received answers that many students feel and 

understand the concept of "moral responsibility" quite correctly. However, even in this place, many 

students spread all types of responsibility into legal responsibility, which connects moral qualities 

with administrative and legal laws of professional responsibility. In addition, some students confuse 

responsibility with responsibility and consider them equal, while another part realizes that 

responsibility is determined by duty and conscience. The spiritual attributes we listed above: duty, 

goodness, evil, happiness, goodness, justice, conscience, etc. first appear in the Zoroastrian holy book 

"Avesta", and later thinkers expressed certain opinions about them in their works. According to 

scientists, the spiritual image of a person is manifested in the process of his lifestyle, acquisition of 

knowledge, communication with members of society. This represents the psychological and 

pedagogical environment in the process of training and communication. Great thinkers sought 

spiritual behavior, human behavior from him, condemned human's illegal behavior and glorified his 

noble qualities. 

Analysis And Results 

Doctor of Philosophy, Professor E. Yusupov said, "A person enriches his spiritual world with his life 

experience, activities, knowledge, science, manners, and behavior. As he grows richer mentally and 
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morally, he sets great tasks for himself and tries to achieve them. Movement requires a spiritual 

ground. In the process of spiritual maturity, human character is acquired." Therefore, first of all, it is 

necessary to raise the culture, spiritual and moral potential of the young generation, to awaken the 

national ideology. After all, only a person who understands himself and understands the spirituality of 

the nation knows his people, nation, homeland, and family. He understands his duty, responsibility, 

and obligation to the people and the nation. The spiritual and moral perfection of a person is the basis 

for the spirituality of the nation, state, and society. Therefore, it is necessary to teach young people to 

acquire deep theoretical and practical knowledge, professional qualifications, skills, to respond 

correctly to the events and problems of social life, to love the Motherland, and to give the priceless 

spiritual jewels created by their ancestors. to acquire, preserve and enrich them, to deeply analyze the 

future of our country, the current state of socio-economic development, to educate in the spirit of 

active participation in reality using the spiritual and intellectual knowledge of the world and our 

country. 

 Through folk pedagogy, the process of familiarization with the rich spiritual and educational 

heritage and pedagogic ideas of our nation is considered. Spiritual-educational and national values of 

our people, raising children in the family, methods, methods and means of education, moral standards 

of the Uzbek people, behavior culture, nature and human relations, reflection of the way of life, 

pedagogical ideas of great thinkers. stories, the educational value of folk oral works and epics, the role 

of national customs, ceremonies, traditions, customs, folk games and toys as a means of education, 

religious teachings, folk art , handicrafts, etc. are considered food in education. 

Summary 

Students and young people who have formed a spiritual and moral worldview develop spiritual and 

moral knowledge, spiritual and moral thinking, spiritual and moral feeling, spiritual and moral 

perception, and the levels of understanding of qualities. Spiritual perception, moral will, behavior and 

skills complement each other and show their expression in the student's personal life and activities. 

Spiritual and moral integrity is the way to have independent faith, worldview and goal in students and 

young people, to ensure the unity of good thoughts, good words and good deeds, to see personal 

interest in harmony with the interest of society. is strengthened in their complaints 

In short, the national heritage of the Uzbek people is a source of teaching the necessary knowledge for 

every part of the education system through folk pedagogy. Future pedagogues are considered to be a 

person who delivers and develops this knowledge in the educational process. 
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